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When it entered into October 2008, global commodity futures market plunged 
dramatically owing to financial storm. Many large-scale companies were reported to 
suffer great losses in futures hedging market, such as Shenzhen Nanshan Power 
Co.,Ltd. in betting contract, Air China Ltd. and China Eastern Airlines in great 
floating loss in fuel oil futures market, China Aviation Oil (Singapore) Co.,Ltd. in 
crude oil futures and the State Reserve Bureau in copper futures, etc. The failures in 
futures market of above-mentioned companies expose many deep-rooted problems of 
futures trading in China. Some public media put the blame on futures hedging. The 
functions of hedging are being questioned, denied and distorted to some extent. The 
general public turn to have misunderstandings towards futures hedging. On the 
contrary, there are rare voices opposing futures market in foreign countries. Overseas 
futures trading volume remains two-digit growth rate. Global 500 fortune companies 
are all strong proponents of futures hedging. 
With the accelerated globalization and the enhanced interaction between 
international futures markets, prices of large-quantity commodities are correlated 
increasingly between domestic and overseas market. Tremendous fluctuation of crude 
oil exposes all the petrochemistry-related enterprises to great uncertainty in the 
market environment. How to use the risk-evasion function of futures hedging 
reasonably and manage related risk effectively is a great challenge facing 
petrochemistry-related enterprises under the globalization background. 
My article focuses on the case of Zhejiang Hualian Sunshine Petro-Chemical 
Co.,Ltd in the same industry of my company. On the basis of related literature 
research, first I analyze theorectically the probable key risk points in futures hedging, 
then examine the major typical problems in the trading process of the real case. 
Finally related risk management strategies are discussed and summarized accordingly. 
Hopefully my study will shed some light on real futures trades of 














effectively and strengthen the futures power to improve operation management of 
companies.  
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2008 年 4 月份伊始，原油突破 70 美元/桶一路走高，7 月份达到 146 美元/
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